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• The “heart” of an NIH application
• One page summary of your grant – stand alone 

document
• Concise statement of the goals of the proposed 

research, expected outcome, and impact on field
• List of specific research objectives
• “Succinct combination of sales pitch and science” 

(Monte and Libby 2018)

What is the “Specific Aims” page?
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• Flush out ideas and gain clarity
• Establish a road map for your application
• Get feedback from peers, advisors, mentors, family members
• Inform discussion with (or among) NIH program officers
• Provide application overview for study section reviewers not 

assigned to your application

Uses for Specific Aims
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ELSIhub 
Funding 
Training Series

https://elsihub.org/video/3-
writing-your-specific-aims
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3 Myths Unveiled
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1. Rough Drafts

Rene Sterling, PhD, MHA
ELSI Program Director



2. Sample Grants

Nicole Lockhart, PhD
ELSI Program Director



Specific Aims – Topic Driven (Brothers R01)
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Specific Aim 1: Examine the ethical and regulatory challenges that 
have been raised within current biorepositories and identify the 
solutions that have been utilized to address these challenges 
(Retrospective Aim).

Aim 1a. We will conduct a systematic search for established and 
developing networks that link data and/or samples from multiple 
repositories. We will utilize online search tools and existing 
literature to identify networked biobanks in the US, and contact key 
informants to collect information about their configuration.

Aim 1b. We will assess the ethical and regulatory challenges raised 
within networked biorepositories by interviewing key personnel 
associated with established and developing networks to explore 
perspectives and experiences addressing challenges related to 
consent, privacy and data security, and data access.

Topics

Methods overview 
in sub-aims



Specific Aims – Methods Driven (Stern R21)
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Our specific aims are:
1. To conduct extensive quantitative analysis using the eugenic 

sterilization dataset we have created during the pilot phase of this 
project. This de-identified HIPAA-compliant dataset was created using 
REDCap and includes 212 discrete variables for each of the 15,000 
records…

2. To link the eugenic sterilization dataset to individual-level census 
microdata and tract-level census reports to permit population-based 
estimates of sterilization rates. By linking the two datasets we will be 
able to test the associations of [demographics], diagnosis and other 
variables with risk of sterilization. For example, we hypothesize that 
Spanish-surnamed patients and young teenagers were 
disproportionality sterilized….

3. To conduct qualitative analysis with the sterilization records, 
supplemental files, charts and forms in the digitized microfilm reels…

4. To incorporate our findings into a companion digital archive that features 
data visualization, historical interpretation, and patient stories…

Rich detail on 
methods.

Hypothesis testing 
proposed.



Specific Aims – Rationale Driven (Cwik R03)
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Specifically, the project will:
1. …
2. Examine ethical issues in light of existing research ethics protocols.  

Protocols for long term follow-up of individuals and families exist for 
certain kinds of research (for instance, in the social sciences and 
public health) and for related bioethical issues (such as biobanking, 
access to/use of genetic information, and disclosure of incidental 
findings). The investigator will consider the special challenges of 
intergenerational monitoring for GGE [germline gene editing] in light 
of existing protocols, and apply insights from related areas. Further, 
this ensures other bioethicists can replicate the findings of the 
project, by examining the results of the project in light of accepted 
practice in human subjects research.

3. …
4. …
5. …

Explains why aim is 
proposed.

Limited detail on 
methods.



3. Career Development Grants 

I need to add training 
aims to the specific aims 
page for my K 
application.  I may end 
up with 5 or 6 aim 
statements. That should 
cover everything, right?

Dave Kaufman, PhD
ELSI Program Director



Specific Aims Page – Career Goal (Sabatello K01)
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My long-term goal is to study the intended and unintended consequences of psychiatric genetic 
data for law, equality, and social inclusion. I will draw on my experience as a former litigator and 
disability advocate, and on relevant empirical and qualitative work on the legal and social effects 
of the geneticization of mental disorders, including stigma and perceptions of treatment.64-75   
My goals for this research are:



Specific Aims Page – Training Plan (Prince K99) 
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Aims 1 and 2a (K99 phase) will be completed in concert with training in qualitative and 
quantitative methods. For the R00 phase, my goal is to secure a tenured law position that 
involves teaching an experiential course and researching ELSI topics. Under this model, 
students will assist in the research goals of Aims 2b and 3
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Credit: Kennesaw State University Research on Twitter

https://twitter.com/KSUresearch/status/702866257431891968


Thank you!
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Writing Specific 
Aims for Bioethics 
Research

Amy McGuire, JD, PhD

Center for Medical Ethics and Health Policy

Baylor College of Medicine



Four Principles for Writing Specific Aims 
(Or… Learning from My Mistakes)

Tailor to the 
type of grant

Take your time Tell a story Be realistic



1.  Tailor to the Type of Grant

                                                       

Infrastructure
P50, P20

R13/U13, U24,

T32, R25

Independent 
(Investigator-

Initiated vs. RFA)
R01, R03, R21

Training
K99/R00, K01

Parallel
R01, R03, R21

K99/R00, K01

Embedded
U01, U19, U54

R01, R03, R21



2.  Take Your Time • Plan ahead – grants take 
months to write, not days

• Take time to get your aims 
right! The rest of the grant 
will flow from them

• Get as much feedback as 
possible from people in 
multiple disciplines

• And listen to it – if your 
colleagues don’t get 
something or have a 
criticism, most likely your 
reviewers will too



3.  Tell a Story • Reviewers are busy - Need to “hook” them 
from the start 

• Be clear and concise

• What you want to convince the reviewer of:

 Wow! This is a really important 
problem.

 What? I can’t believe nobody has been 
able to adequately address this really 
important problem yet.

 Of course! What they are proposing is 
exactly what needs to be done.

 Geez! If they are successful, this is 
going to have a huge impact.



Best Advice Given To Me

Just say what you mean!
[Do not make the reviewers have to think too hard]



4.  Be Realistic

• Don’t oversell what you can accomplish (e.g., policy recommendations)

• Don’t take on too much (e.g., HMP experience)

• Make sure the scope of work can be accomplished in timeline and with proposed budget 

• For first time grant writers: you deserve that amount of money to do that amount of work!
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